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NXTHINKING

THINKING ABOUT  PERSPECTIVES
Our perspective is the lens  with which we view the  world. Developing an  
awareness of our perspectives  and the perspectives of others  helps us understand systems  and their effect on the world.

THINKING ABOUT  
THE BIG PICTURE
Examining the Big Picture  
guides us to the multiple  
connections and relationships  
in a system.

Seeing the Big Picture allows  
us to understand the change  
needed in the system.

THINKING ABOUT CONNECTIONS
Uncovering the multiple  connections and relationships  that influence the way the  world works helps make  complex problems and  situations easier to understand.

THINKING ABOUT  
THE FUTURE
It is important to understand 
that people are at the centre  
of systems and are important  
parts of systems we want to  
change. There are no fixed  
futures; we can act to create  
change in any future.

THINKING  
ABOUT CHANGE
All systems are dynamic;  they constantly adapt  
and change. Considering and  connecting all the elements  of NXthinking prepares us  for meeting the challenges of the system.
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